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(ATF) to provide

1) number of bunches            > 300 - 400;
2) charge per bunch 2 nC;
3) bunch size, transverse < Ø 2mm   @ IP;
4) bunch size, longitudinal < 2mm       @ IP;
5) bunch energy spread, Pk-Pk as suitable for beam transport;
6) frequency 2.856 GHz for bunch spacing;
7) bunch energy ~10 MeV;
8) total beam power, peak ~ 56 MW; 
9) beam power, average ~ 8 W @ 1Hz;
10)conservative number of  klystrons at 20 MW = 3;

(Omega-P R&D) note: the frequencies of our structure = 
11.424GHz    + third harmonic, (by design); or 
22.+ GHz        + third harmonic, (by design)
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E1 , E2 normalized to the same 
acceleration gradient

α  is the percentage of the 2nd mode

Suppression of Surface Pulsed Heating “Quadratic Dependence” Effect 

also, modified Poynting vector Sc and total RF power Ptotal are reduced. 

Two harmonic mode superposition could 
suppress pulsed heating – a possible precursor to breakdown.

where



a/λ=0.10
π mode

standing wave
effective gradient

Eacc=100 MV/m

TM010 + TM012 Bimodal Cavity Pillbox A Pillbox B Nose-cone

1st harmonic
alone

3rd harmonic
alone

84% 1st

+16% 3rd

1st harmonic
only

1st harmonic
only

1st harmonic
only

frequency (GHz) 11.9942 35.9826 11.9942 11.9942 11.9942
effective shunt 

impedance (MΩ/m)
100.73 24.65 ▲124.19 100.43 99.18 127.7

transit time factor 0.753 0.633 0.762 0.758 0.749

max Esurf (MV/m) 209.8 359.2 ▼178.0 206.7 178.0 218.6

max Hsurf (MA/m) 0.309 0.776 0.339 0.309 0.309 0.267

max Sc (W/μm2) 2.365 9.700 ▼1.670 3.190 3.181 3.68

max ΔT (K) @
200ns pulse length

24.46 261.8 ▼19.15 24.46 24.46 17.65

wall loss (MW) 1.241 5.069 ▼1.006 1.244 1.260 0.979

Bimodal (16%) Nose-cone
effective gradient Ea 150 150 MV/m

effective shunt 
impedance

124.2 127.7 MΩ/m

max Esurf 267 327.9 MV/m
max Hsurf 0.509 0.401 MA/m

max Sc 3.76 8.28 W/μm2

max ΔT @
200ns pulse length

43.1 39.7 K

wall loss 2.26 2.20 MW

TM010+TM012 Cavity

2-mode superposition compared to
fundamental mode alone in the same
cavity :

◊ pulsed heating temperature ↓22% 
◊ effect shunt impedance ↑23%
◊ peak surface E-field ↓19.4% 
◊ modified Poynting vector ↓30% 
◊ total RF power ↓ 19% 



elliptical cavity TM010  12 GHz TM012  36 GHz

E EH Ha/λ=0.1

surface E-field along peripherypulsed heating temperature modified Poynting vector Sc

Bimodal Cavity for Pulsed Heating Suppression
TM010+TM012 (f + 3f) 

200 ns pulse

Effective acceleration gradient 100 MV/m

2-mode superposition compared to fundamental mode alone in the same MHC : 

◊ pulsed heating temperature ↓22                         ◊ effect shunt impedance ↑23%
◊ peak surface E-field ↓19.4%                                  ◊ modified Poynting vector ↓30% 
◊ total RF power ↓ 19% 

on axis



Electron Gun 350-500kV; 129-220 A

Solid State Marx Modulator 
500kV, 250 A, 1.2 μs, 5 Hz

Cathode

Anode Cathode Compensation Coil

Yoke

Coils Bunching 
CavitiesDrive Cavity

Output Cavity

Test CavityVacuum 
Chamber

Challenge: High Current Drive Beam
Solution: Thermionic Beam using
Klystron-like Bunching without
actual X-band Klystron

Challenge: Low Energy Drive Beam
(0.5 MeV) can be reflected by high
field (1.8 MeV loss)
Solution:  add a two-frequency 

output cavity and couple to test 

cavity



Left: Fundamental mode field pattern. 
Right: 3rd HOM field pattern.

Steady state of a 350 keV, 128A beam going through the
system. Drive power in drive cavity is 30 W, beam radius is 2
mm, and longitudinal magnetic field is 3000 G. A high energy
(100 MeV), negligible current (1 pA), and small size (0.4 mm
diameter) test beam is sent through the test cavity to test the
acceleration.

Electric field vs. time at probe location of figure 11. The peak 
field reaches 313 MV/m. The peak energy gain of the test beam 

is 1.92 MeV.



Drive Frequency

Third Harmonic

to test these directly… we need something else;  

recall: special case ΔΦ (drive-to-test) = 90o

drive here → low detuning → lesser drive charge is needed

+ use a variable ΔΦ to map the accelerating/decelerating 
fields on axis



lesser drive
same gradients
same wall fields
almost no test bunch – low beam loading (low efficiency), but we can…

…demonstrate that BDR is reduced (as the 1st step);
+ we can use a small test charge to map the fields on axis to show that they are a real combo of the 1st and 3rd harmonics

1) number of bunches = 300 or about;
2) charge per bunch = 2 nC;
3) bunch size, transverse < Ø 2mm;
4) bunch size, longitudinal < 2 - 3 mm;
5) bunch energy spread, Pk-Pk < as needed  for transport;
6) frequency = 2.8 GHz for bunch spacing;
7) bunch energy = 10 MeV;
8) total beam power, peak ~ 56 MW; 
9) conservative number of  klystrons at 20-30 MW = 3 - 2;
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(ATF) to have in –house “plasma diagnostic”

-- possible types
1) Microwave cavity over an open section of DWA;

2) Interferometer (e.g. Mach-Zehnder) based;
3) Using Schlieren

1) the average plasma density is measured by the microwave resonator method
(probably at 12GHz);
2) to pass an IR or visible laser beam down the axis of the PDWA; 
the plasma would form a leg of an interferometer to count fringes;
3) some information about the radial electron density profile using schlieren
(advanced shadowgraph)

1) 3)2)





one drive, 
or a few

outer radius of dielectric tube 600 microns
inner radius of dielectric tube 500 microns
relative dielectric constant, ε (fused 
silica liner)      

3.75

drive bunch charge 3 nC
drive bunch length, Lb (box 
distribution)

200 microns

drive bunch radius, rb (box 
distribution)

450 microns

drive bunch electron density, nb 1.47 x 1014 cm-3

nb/np 1/3

@ r=0.45mm



Configuration space (r, vertical; z, horizontal; dimension unit is meter) plot

of the electrons (left figure, tan shading representing computed discrete

dots for particles) at t = 26.7 psec; dielectric wall is shown in orange. In

the right figure, positive ions (green shading) are shown. The drive bunch

is at the right-hand side of the figures, and the wakefield trails left. The

transverse force has pushed plasma electrons to the wall in the wavy black

region adjacent to the wall that remains filled with positive ions, thereby

producing the periodic plasma wave. Plasma fills the entire unit up to the

dielectric wall.



OD of dielectric tube 10.22 mm
ID of dielectric tube 8.0 mm
relative dielectric constant, ε (fused silica) 3.75
drive bunch charge 1 nC
drive bunch length, Lb (box distribution) 2.0 mm
drive bunch radius, rb (box distribution) 2.0 mm
drive bunch electron density, nb 2.5 x 1011

cm3

plasma radius
nb/np

4.0 mm
1/3  

Thus, an experiment conducted at ATF could provide validation

of this concept as a high energy accelerator, even though the

predicted acceleration gradient is not high, but the motion of test

particles distributed at a typical witness bunch location shows

focusing action upon sample particles following the drive bunch

at the location of the witness bunch…
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1 -- Microwave cavity over an open section of DWA



The lower electron density limit can be improved by increasing

the cavity Q-factor. This follows from the fact that, at low

densities of free electrons, ne ~ BWξ . In our present setup, Q

~1000, and the minimum density ne, min ~ 108 cm-3; If one

works, however, with Q ~3000-5000, this will still allow us to

capture the processes on the micro-sec time-scale, yet to detect

ne, min 2÷4 × 107 cm-3.



2 -- Interferometer (e.g. Mach-Zehnder) based 3 -- Using Schlieren

The Mach–Zehnder interferometer's relatively large

and freely accessible working space, and its

flexibility in locating the fringes has made it the

interferometer of choice for visualizing flowin wind

tunnels[6][7] and for flow visualization studies in

general. It is frequently used in the fields of

aerodynamics, plasma physics and heat transfer to

measure pressure, density, and temperature

changes in gases.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

A typical application in gas dynamics is the study of shock

waves in ballistics and supersonic or hypersonic vehicles.

Flows caused by heating, physical absorption[6] or

chemical reactions can be visualized. Thus schlieren

photography can be used in many engineering problems

such as heat transfer, leak detection, study of boundary

layer detachment, and characterization of optics.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flow_visualization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mach%E2%80%93Zehnder_interferometer#cite_note-Chevalerias1957-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mach%E2%80%93Zehnder_interferometer#cite_note-Ristic-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plasma_physics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_transfer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schlieren_photography#cite_note-6
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